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Employer Best Practices 
For Group Insurance  

 

Life Insurance Beneficiary 
An Employer Best Practice would be to require that each employee fill 
out a beneficiary form for group life insurance to be kept in the 
employee’s personnel file.  

It is also a Best Practice to remind employees to confirm and update 
beneficiary information every year. The carrier typically does not maintain 
beneficiary information on group life insurance. 

 

Update Income Information with Life and Disability Carriers 
Employers are expected to update employees’ salaries/wages/income 
periodically to ensure employees are enrolled at correct benefit levels. In 
the event an employee is disabled, a carrier’s contract will either specify 
that the employee is paid based on the employee’s salary at the onset of 
disability or based on the inforce benefit amount. If an employee’s inforce 
salary and benefit have not been updated, they may be paid a lesser benefit 
amount or update the record and back bill the employer. 

Generally, carrier contracts allow for salary/wage/income changes to take 
effect either immediately or at policy anniversary. Tycor is available to 
assist you in coordinating income updates on your behalf.  

 
 

 Medical and/or Dental Waivers 
Any employee eligible for medical or dental insurance that does not enroll 
should fill out a waiver. The waiver protects the right of the individual to 
enroll off-cycle for a “life event.” Otherwise the employee may have to 
wait until the next open enrollment period before being allowed to enroll. 

Tycor suggests that the employer keep a copy of the waiver in the 
employee’s personnel file. 

The carrier typically does not maintain waiver information on group 
insurance. Carrier requires waivers at initial enrollment to determine 
participation compliance. 
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Reporting Terminations 
As a result of Health Care Reform legislation, the employer will be required to report employee terminations in a 
timely manner or be required to pay the premium for a terminated employee. This requirement is commonly referred 
to as the Rescission Doctrine.  

Carriers will not have the flexibility that they have enjoyed in the past, especially in allowing employers to back-
date paperwork. The employer may not terminate retroactively for any month or period which any premium was 
withheld from the employee’s pay.  
 
 

90-Day Maximum Waiting Period 
Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), group health plans are not permitted to impose any waiting periods that 
exceed 90 days (1st of month after ninety days is not permissible).   

The 90-day waiting period begins when an employee is eligible for coverage under the terms of the group health 
plan. Employers are prohibited from requiring an otherwise eligible employee to wait more than 90 days before 
coverage is effective.  

An employer will not be subject to a penalty for failing to offer health coverage to a new employee still in the 90-
day waiting period. 

An Employer Best Practice would be to offer a waiting period of (1) 1st of month after date of hire, (2) 1st of month 
after 30 days of employment, or (3) 1st on month after 60 days of employment. These 3 options also comply with the 
major carrier requirements. 

 

Employer Best Practices 
For Group Insurance 

Employer Requirement to Provide Notice Regarding the Existence of the “Marketplace” 
An employer must provide each employee at the time of hiring with a written notice: 

1. Informing the employee of the existence of the Marketplace (formerly known as the “Exchange”) 
including a description of the services provided by the Marketplace, and the manner in which the 
employee may contact Exchanges to request assistance. 

2. If the employer’s plan does not meet the 60% Bronze level of allowed costs, making the employee 
eligible for a premium tax credit if the employee purchases a qualified health plan through the 
Marketplace. 

3. If the employee purchases a qualified health plan through the Marketplace, the employee may lose 
the employer health insurance contribution   

4. Notify the employee that the premium for health insurance purchased through the Marketplace may 
not be deductible for Federal income tax purposes. 

The model notice is available at dol.gov. 
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Employer Best Practices 
For Group Insurance 

Medicare Primary / Secondary Rules 
Employer Responsibility - Keep Track of Your Employee Count 

Employers are required to provide medical insurance for their Medicare eligible over-age 65 employees. The 
Medicare Primary/Secondary classification determines who pays first when a medical claim is generated.  

A group is classified as Medicare Secondary if the employer had 20 or more full-time and/or part-time employees 
for each working day in each of 20 or more calendar weeks in the current or preceding year. There is no minimum 
hour requirement. Employees absent due to illness, vacation, etc. who are normally scheduled to work are included 
in the count. The group policy pays first and Medicare coordinates as a secondary payer. Employees of 
“Medicare Secondary” groups should not enroll in Medicare Parts A and B for purposes of group coverage. 
A group is classified as Medicare Primary if the group has 19 or fewer employees based on the above criteria. 
According to Medicare regulations, the carrier is permitted to carve out claims for which Medicare is responsible 
to pay. If the employee did not enroll in Medicare, the employee would be responsible to pay the claims Medicare 
would have paid. Employees of “Medicare Primary” groups should enroll in Medicare Parts A and B for 
purposes of group coverage. 
Best Practice: Employers of groups with 19 or fewer employees should explain to their employees at least 
annually that if they or their dependent(s) are Medicare eligible, they should enroll in Medicare A and B.   
 

Summary of Benefits and Coverage (SBC) 
The purpose of the SBC is to "accurately describe the benefits and coverage under the applicable plan or 
coverage," which will allow participants to better compare plan terms and benefits. All group health plans have to 
distribute a brief standard summary of benefits and must use and distribute a uniform glossary containing 
definitions for common terms (e.g. copay, deductible, etc.).   

This requirement will apply to both insured and self-funded health plans. Stand-alone HRAs also require an 
SBC.  
 
Failure to provide required information will result in a fine of not more than $1,000 per enrollee. Each failure to 
provide an SBC to an individual or entity is a separate violation.  Plan sponsors will also generally be subject to an 
excise tax under IRS section 4980D of up to $100 per day, per affected individual, unless certain exceptions 
apply.  It is a recommended practice that the employer receives a signature from the employee 
acknowledging receipt of the SBC. 
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Employer Best Practices 
For Group Insurance 

HIPAA 
Assure That Your Company Is Not In Violation 

HIPAA is the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. The primary goal of the law is to 
make it easier for people to keep health insurance, protect the confidentiality and security of healthcare information 
and help the healthcare industry control administrative costs. 

• The Privacy Rule protects the privacy of individually identifiable health information 

• The Security Rule sets national standards for the security of electronic protected health information 

• The Breach Notification Rule requires covered entities and business associates to provide notification following 
a breach of unsecured protected health information 

• The Patient Safety Rule protects identifiable information being used to analyze patient safety events and 
improve patient safety.  

Best Practice Reminder:  
When sending enrollment forms or a census to our office, please use encrypted e-mail. If you do not have 
encryption capability, you can use Tycor’s. Go to www.tycorbenefit.com and click on “Secure File Transfer” which 
can be found under “About Us”. 

 

Human Resource Help - HR 360 
An HR Tool Provided to Tycor Clients 

Businesses could be at significant risk for penalties or employment lawsuits for noncompliance. Tycor provides our 
employer clients access to the HR 360 website. The HR 360 site includes the following major HR and benefits areas: 

1. Federal and State HR, Benefit, and Employment Law information 
2. How to Recruit, Hire and Terminate Employees  
3. Printable Forms, Posters and Checklists Online HR Tools 
4. Compliance steps that clearly explain how to comply with the law to help avoid penalties or potential 

employee lawsuits 
5. Fast, efficient online HR tools for developing job descriptions and salary benchmarking 

HR 360 has a professional team of attorneys, HR specialists, editors and advisors that monitor and update website 
content. HR 360 has over 10 years of experience in developing and maintaining award-winning online HR and 
benefits content, guidelines and forms.  
 

COBRA and Mini-COBRA 

The employer is required to provide the employee with a series of notices in a timely manner. Failure to act will 
result in substantial penalties to the employer. In addition, the employer is now required to self-report any failure to 
comply with the regulations or face stiffer penalties. 

Many states, such as Pennsylvania, have made continuation plans, referred to as Mini-COBRA, available for 
employers with fewer than 20 employees. The benefit rules are different from COBRA. 

For more information please refer to the client library on www.tycorbenefit.com. 
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